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KE E P IT COOL
UNO. stylist, Kath McDonald, selects her favourite looks from
Hunter Furniture’s summer range. Head down to Owens
Place, opposite Bayfair, for the full range, perfect for Bay life.
STYLIST KATH MCDONALD / PHOTOS JAHL MARSHALL

FLOAT ON A CLOUD: Soft, inviting and
voluminous, the blonde legs allow the
Ana corner chaise suite to float elegantly.
Muted dusky pinks and greens are
refreshing for summer styling, and Hunters
have a full range of accessories in store,
including some beautiful linen cushions.
WOOD TONES: The different tones of
wood in the sideboard, chairs and table
work really well together here. The
wide boards of oak in the dining table,
combined with the solid metal elements,
create a contemporary look. The table’s
tapered legs give a sense of lightness,
which balances the oak.
LEFT: SOFA: Ana corner chaise suite $4199 BOOKCASE: Arco
bookcase $2799 TABLES: Arco coffee tables $599 & $749
CUSHIONS: Indira, Milford Moss Stitch and Majestic Velvet
range from $75 THROW: Milford Moss Stitch throw $169
WALL CANVAS: Taner canvas, in natural frame $290 RUG:
Elke rug, in natural white $650
BELOW: SIDE TABLE: Blok sideboard $3299 TABLE: Vega
dining table $3199 CHAIRS: Rollo dining chairs $799 each
RUG: Valetta (available in pumice and bark) from $675-$1075
WALL CANVAS: Irma, in natural frame $212 VASES: Ceramic
spot vases from $59-$89 LAMP: Metal wire lamp $599

invest in some
quality standout
statement pieces

SUMMER SOFA OASIS: The low profile of the
Emilio sofa is perfect for beachfront homes,
where the view of the ocean is the focus.
The distinct, horizontal lines create a relaxed
ambiance, devoid of clutter.
TOUCH OF LUXE LEATHER: I’m loving the
extraordinary softness and refined stitching
of the Gilmour leather sofa. Its elegance works
well with the patterned ottoman.
ABOVE: SOFAS: Emilio 3-seater sofa $2599, Emilio chaise sofa
$4699 COFFEE TABLE: Trinidad coffee table $699 LAMP: Organza
floor lamp $450 WALL PRINT: Ich Print $259 RUGS: Kensington, in
taupe $699, Nebraska, in pebble $699
RIGHT: SOFA: Gilmour 3-seater sofa $4699 OTTOMAN: Missouri
rectangular ottoman $1799 CUSHIONS: Meru, Ludvik and Majestic
Velvet range from $79-$119 THROW: Adore fur hide $299 RUGS:
Siena and Castlepoint $450 & $470 WALL PRINT: White Misty
Tress $999 PLANT STANDS: Romba $95-$129
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HUNTER FURNITURE – SUMMER LOOK , IN STORE NOW!
12 OWENS PLACE, OPPOSITE BAYFAIR, MT MAUNGANUI, OPEN MONDAY - SUNDAY. FURNITURE.CO.NZ
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